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➔ (1.1*10-8) * (3*109) = ~33 DNA mutations per generation

➔ Drives diversification & adaptation (a.k.a. evolution)

Mutations: the bright side

mutation rate per 
site per generation

total sites in the 
human genome
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https://www.raredisease.org.uk/what-is-a-rare-disease/

1 wrong base pair can lead to “rare disease”

affects 1:17 people, 75% are children

we know ~7,000 rare diseases



Dept. of GeneticsDNA: quite complex

1% pseudogenes (~15,000) & ncRNA (~25,000)

20-40% regulatory 50% repetitive / transposons

1% Exome (~20,000 genes)

10%

Intron & 3’/5’ UTR

0.2% ‘Clinome’ (~3,900 genes)

The human genome: ~3,000,000,000 base pairs

All known rare disease genes,
may be clinically actionable

0.002% a ‘gene panel’ (1 to ~100 genes)

Genes specific for a disorder or spectrum

ncRNA: tRNAs, rRNAs, 
microRNAs, siRNAs, piRNAs, 
snoRNAs, snRNAs, exRNAs, 
scaRNAs, Xist, HOTAIR, ...Regulatory: enhancers, 

silencers, boxes, TFBSs, 
promoters, SECIS element, 
polyadenylation, …

Transposons: Tc1-mariner, 
Tigger, hAT, Charlie, 
Mutator, Merlin, Transib, P, 
piggyBac, PIF/Harbinger, 
CACTA, ...

Repetitive: STR, SSR, LTR, 
SINE, LINE, VNTR, ...

Introns: around 210,000



Dept. of GeneticsWhat do we use in clinic?

but still very difficult

(~25% cases solved)
0.2% ‘Clinome’ (~3,900 genes)
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1 patient, WES

~100,000 variants

   … which causal ?
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Filtering

candidates

most likely
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Dept. of GeneticsFilter & prioritize… on what?
we must first annotate the variants with additional context

...use this information to filter & prioritize

CHR POS REF ALT + GoNL + 1000G + ClinVar
2 179575511 C T .23 .21
2 179577870 T C
2 179578704 G A .01 Pathogenic
2 179578730 G A Benign
2 179578891 T C .001
2 179579093 T C Pathogenic
2 179579212 T C .02
2 179579694 T A
2 179579822 T A 0.02 Benign
2 179579977 G A .25 .3



Dept. of GeneticsTypical annotations used
1. Gene panels
2. Population allele freq.
3. Protein impact
4. Assessed variants
5. Inheritance match
6. Phenotype match
7. in silico var. pathog. pred.
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1. gene 
panels



Dept. of GeneticsGene panel = subset of genes

Not so much ‘annotation’ as a 
‘search window’

Trickier than you might think:
● Genes can be part of 

multiple panels
● Panels for same disease type 

may differ per lab
● Genes can be added to or 

removed from panels
Jongbloed (2011) Expert Opin Med Diagn 5:9-24
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2. population
allele frequencies



Dept. of GeneticsGenomes of ‘healthy’ people
Database Individuals Sequencing type Variant info

~500 Dutch WGS AF, GTC, 
genotypes (by 

request)

~2500 
various

WGS AF, genotypes

~60,000 
various

WES AF, GTC

~6,500 
various

WES AF, GTC

~140,000 
various

WES and WGS AF, GTC



Dept. of GeneticsHow to use these data?
❖ Check how often an alternative allele is observed in the 

“general population” (beware: EU ethnicity bias!!)

ExAC contains ~60,000 individuals

With 10 heterozygous and 2 homozygous: AC 14

Therefore: 14/120000 = 0.000117 = AF 0.01%

❖ Allele frequency filtering threshold? Depends..

Common or rare disorder? Dominant or recessive?

Founder mutation? Consanguinity? Penetrance?

.....from 0.0001% to 10%
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3. protein
impact



Dept. of GeneticsProperly model protein impact?

TNFRSF1A wild type

TNFRSF1A CYS 62 GLY

Possible, but ridiculously difficult

Long story short: leave it to experts

TNFRSF1A binding TNF-𝛂 TNFRSF1A binding TNF-𝛃



Dept. of GeneticsSimplified (very much)
Consequence Impact

stop_gained HIGH

frameshift_variant HIGH

missense_variant MODERATE

inframe_insertion MODERATE

synonymous_variant LOW

splice_region_variant LOW

TF_binding_site_variant MODIFIER

intron_variant MODIFIER

+28 more consequences

Ensembl VEP

Predict the consequence of a 
variant on the transcription & 
product of a gene

Consequences part of 1 of 4 
impact severity categories, 
making filtering very easy
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4. assessed
variants



Dept. of GeneticsAssessed variant databases
“Has my variant been interpreted before?”

❖ LOVD instances (http://grenada.lumc.nl/LSDB_list/lsdbs)

❖ The Human Gene Mutation Database (www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk)

❖ HGVS list of LSDBs (http://www.hgvs.org/locus-specific-mutation-databases)

❖ VKGL sharing of Dutch clinical variants (https://molgenis.org/vkgl)

VKGL database current release:
144,129 variants

Know more? next talk by
Mariëlle van Gijn 

http://grenada.lumc.nl/LSDB_list/lsdbs
http://www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk
http://www.hgvs.org/locus-specific-mutation-databases
https://molgenis.org/vkgl


Dept. of GeneticsBiggest: ClinVar
❖ Based at NCBI ( www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar )
❖ ‘Star status’ based on how many submitter(s), quality metrics
❖ Many stars? Great! Few stars? Still great, but be more careful

Year Genes Variants

2016 5,449 163,816

2017 6,550 318,819

2018 8,103 440,386

2019 8,709 552,877

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar
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5. inheritance
match



Dept. of GeneticsInheritance to filter & match

1) Trio-based variant filtering by comparing affected child 
genotypes to unaffected parents (& mark de novo variants)

2) Match to known disorder inheritance mode

Disorder inheritance mode Number of genes

Autosomal recessive (AR) ~2050

Autosomal dominant (AD) ~1150

AD or AR ~400

X-linked/maternal ~250

Other (digenic, bloodgroup, Y-linked etc) ~50

https://research.nhgri.nih.gov/CGD/

https://research.nhgri.nih.gov/CGD/
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6. phenotype
match



Dept. of GeneticsFilter genome by symptoms
0.2% ‘Clinome’ (~3,900 genes)

TECPR2 ….

Spastic paraplegia 49 Mucopolysaccharidosis IVA 
Dysarthria
Brachycephaly
Seizures
Broad neck
Areflexia

Cervical subluxation
Genu valgum
Hypoplasia of the odontoid process
Keratan sulfate excretion in urine
Metaphyseal widening

Microcephaly
Dental crowding
Hypotonia
Central apnea
Gastroesophageal reflux disease

?

GALNS…. ….

….



Dept. of GeneticsPhenotips (http://phenotips.org)

Comprehensive matching in nice GUI, including ‘negative’ 
symptoms and suggestions for differential diagnosis



Dept. of GeneticsGADO (https://genenetwork.nl/gado)

Enter symptoms and optional candidate genes, prioritizes any 
expressed gene based on massive RNA-seq gene network

made for gene discovery, but works surprisingly well for clinic



Dept. of GeneticsAMELIE (https://amelie.stanford.edu/)

Enter symptoms and gene candidates, uses 
automated literature search to prioritize genes

only web-based & 
limited to 1000 genes

but works very well



Dept. of GeneticsVIBE (https://github.com/molgenis/vibe)

VIBE

Abnormality of the 
cerebral white matter 

(HP:0002500)
+

Atrial septal defect 
(HP:0001631)

+
Arachnodactyly 
(HP:0001166)

Give me everything 
that is known

… and prioritize the 
genes, please

● Local executable & web
● Open source project
● For routine & high-throughput

Unbiased benchmark 
on 300+ patients

Publication 
planned
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7. in silico variant 
pathogenicity 

prediction



Dept. of GeneticsRole of predictive software

VUS

software tools to 
estimate variant 
pathogenicity

Pathogenic

Genoomdiagnostiek

Benign



Dept. of GeneticsThere are many, many tools… 

SIFT, PolyPhen, PROVEAN, PON-P2, 
MutationAssessor, FATHMM-MKL, Condel, PhyloP, 
UMD-Pred, Grantham, ENTPRISE, PHAST, FitCons, 
DANN, MutPred, GERP, Xvar, VAAST, AlignGVGD, 
MAPP, MutationTaster, Alamut, EIGEN, REVEL, 
DIVAN, DeepSEA, REMM, GWAVA, DeltaSVM, 
DANQ, ClinPred …. etc etc etc

So many! which & how to use?



Dept. of GeneticsBest of… all worlds?

DANN, MutPred, 

GERP, Xvar, VAAST, 

AlignGVGD, MAPP, 

MutationTaster, 
Alamut
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CADD scores
( https://www.nature.com/articles/ng.2892 A general framework for 
estimating the relative pathogenicity of human genetic variants )

Low CADD score → This variant looks like a 
evolutionary stabilized variant, safe
High CADD score → This variant looks like a 
non-stabilized variant, could be dangerous

https://www.nature.com/articles/ng.2892
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COL3A1
Ehlers Danlos Syndrome, data 
from Raymond Dalgleish, 
https://eds.gene.le.ac.uk/home.php?
select_db=COL3A1

Patient causal variant
GoNL variant
1000G variant

✔Threshold between pathogenic & benign?



Dept. of GeneticsDoes it work for every gene?

MEFV
Familial Mediterranean 
Fever, data from
INSAID Consortium, 
http://molgenis.org/said

xThreshold between pathogenic & benign?

Patient causal variant
GoNL variant
1000G variant



Dept. of GeneticsSolution: ‘calibrate’ CADD

GAVIN
(Gene-Aware Variant INterpretation)
Genome Biology (2017) 18 (1): 6.

Residual power of 
CADD, optimal 
gene thresholds

Diagnostic variant 
pre-selection steps

Browse genes, run app @ molgenis.org/gavin

http://www.molgenis.org/gavin
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r
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Dept. of GeneticsNice, but in practice… ?

Number of variants per test

Genoomdiagnostiek 2x speed-up Slide: Kristin Abbott
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Honestly? We 

still need to do 

much better.
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C A P I C Exomes

linical

nterpretation of

athogenicity

gnostic

onsequence

Shuang Li



Dept. of GeneticsCAPICE: the challenge

● 558k Variants (gnomAD, ClinVar, VKGL)
○ 472k population/benign
○ 86k pathogenic

● Genomic annotations
○ CADD raw score + 95 other features
○ Conservation scores (GERP)
○ Functional genomic data (DNase 

hypersensitivity)
○ gnomAD AF ( from exome & genome)
○ Transcript information (expression 

level) 
○ Protein-level scores (SIFT)
○ etc

P
C

A
 2

PCA 1

Benign 

Pathogenic 

Slide: Shuang Li



Dept. of GeneticsCAPICE: deep learning results
Li et al., publication forthcoming

❖ ‘Bias free’ training strategy on representative data:

best performance, especially on ultra-rare variants

Slide: Shuang Li

Will be available as:

➔ Web-based tool
➔ Pre-computed SNVs
➔ Install & run locally
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Finally: a few
words of caution



Dept. of GeneticsExcel %$@! up your data
Gene name errors caused by Excel
Zeeberg et al. 2004, Ziemann et al. 2016
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European Spreadsheet Risk Interest Group

➔ Spreadsheet mistake Horror Stories
( http://www.eusprig.org/horror-stories.htm )

Beyond genetics.. EuSpRIG.org

http://www.eusprig.org/horror-stories.htm


Dept. of GeneticsDisease genes ‘debunked’

Gene Variant Class Cases with Cases 
without

Controls 
with

Controls 
without

All Odds 
ratio

DSP Truncating 12 415 42 59570 41.01

Do patients have more pathogenic 
variants than healthy individuals? Not 
for all genes!
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“There is no cost to getting things wrong. The 
cost is not getting them published” (Brian Nosek)

Why Most Published Research Findings Are 
False by John P. A. Ioannidis 
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.0020124

Watch Veritasium’s Is Most Published Research 
Wrong? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=42QuXLucH3Q

Why? science has big problem

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.0020124
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=42QuXLucH3Q


Dept. of GeneticsIn patient care: same applies
”Too much emphasis on trying to prove pathogenicity, runs 
the risk of the Texas Sharpshooter Fallacy” (Gijs Santen, 
clinical geneticist)

“I found a DNA variant that 
matches all my criteria of being 
disease causing, therefore it must 
be the one” (...me)

Try to minimize risk of false 
findings using false discovery 
estimates/rates (FDR)
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Dept. of GeneticsThank you! Questions?
Special thanks to:

Morris Swertz, Richard Sinke, Kristin Abbott, Rolf Sijmons, colleagues

Collaborators from UMCG, CIT, RUG, (inter)national projects, students

contact: k.j.van.der.velde@umcg.nl


